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ABSTRACT 
 

We address the problem of planning the patient flow in hospitals. We discuss two problems. First, 
the scheduling of the procedures of elective patients taking into account clinical pathways as well 
as scarce clinical resources. The objective is to maximize the contribution margin of all patients. 
We present two mixed-integer programs for this problem which are embedded in a static and a 
rolling horizon planning approach. Employing data of a midsize hospitals, we present the impact 
of the models on the contribution margin and the schedules. Second, we consider a master surgery 
scheduling setting in which block operating room time is assigned to different surgical specialties. 
We propose a stochastic analytical model which calculates for a given master surgery schedule the 
exact demand distribution for the downstream resources intensive care unit and ward. We then 
discuss measures to define downstream costs resulting from the master surgery schedule and 
propose exact and heuristic algorithms to minimize these costs. 
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